
Gimel; a camel carrying the WATER of life, 
walking the path of thirteen, one and three, to
form the fourth. Forever guarding the pillars
of initiation upon on the gnosis of our hearts,

to spring fourth life. The Baptism of Spirit!
— Alchemy 101

I am first thought, the thought that is in light. 

I am movement that is in all, she, in whom the realm of all, takes its stand,

firstborn among those who came into being, she who exists before all.

I descend into the underworld and shone down on the darkness. I poured water. I

am hidden in the radiant waters. I gradually dawn on all by my thought, I am

weighed down with the voice. Through me knowledge comes. I am ineffable and

unknowable. I am perception and knowledge, uttering a voice by means of thought.

I am the real voice. I cry out in everyone, and they recognize it, since a seed lives in

them. I am the Father's thought, and through me came the voice: the knowledge of

everlasting things. I am as thought for all. I am joined to unknowable and intangible

thought. I revealed myself in all who know me, for I joined everyone in hidden

thought and exalted voice, and in a voice from the invisible thought.

But now I have come down and reached chaos. I was there with my own. I am

hidden in them, empowering them, and giving them shape. From the first day until I

grant enormous power to those who are mine, I will reveal myself to those who

have heard my mysteries, the children of light.
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THE HIGH PRIESTESS

— Three Forms of First Thought : Nag Hammadi Codex XIII



THE COSMIC MOTHER
THE  WOMB  OF  CREAT ION  :  PATH  1 3   (X I I I )

The spirit of the divine Mother guards the secrets to a mystical Life! As you gaze inward towards

the heart, She lifts the veil of the great mystery to amazing wonders. You cross the valley of

darkness, the void, the abyss (DAATH). You are THE HIGH PRIESTESS, using the power of the

WATER to initiate yourself into the wisdom traditions. By following the Path of the Moon, you

balance the forces of your animal nature with your spiritual nature; this is the first mystery, the

mysteries of the transiting soul. Listen to your intuition, know your inner-self, remember who

you are, and bring balance to your emotions' intelligence. As you cross the abyss, to the place of

true love, She is the Holy Spirit, and together You are the uniting intelligence.
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All knowledge and understanding, are with-in my reach when

I look and feel into my heart. I am THE PRIESTESS, unerring in my intuition!
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ALCHEMY OF THE MOON
The Moon is (our very own interstellar satellite) broadcasting the 'symphony of the stars' while governing

our emotional energy and the ebb and flow of life on our planet. She represents all that is feminine and

guards the secret mysteries of the soul while orchestrating the tides of consciousness. If the Earth is the

Mother and the Sky is the Father, the Moon is their daughter Isis (in Egypt), or also known as Persephone

(in Greek) — the High Priestess of the underworld, governess over life and death (in other words, the high

priestess of this world). Just as we pass through her gateways (of the Moon) to incarnate in material form,

we must pass back through her by following the Path of the Moon to awaken and remember who we are

and discover the gnosis of the heart. She is the Double-Faced woman both, Mother and Harlot, Friend and

Foe, Emotional and Apathetic, the Silent Knower, sitting between the Pillars of Equilibrium (duality),

encouraging and prompting us to confront our animal nature and transform it — to be born again!

Emotions, sensitivity, mood swings, fertility, femininity, memory, intuition, instinct, duality or
balance, psychic abilities, undercurrents, knowledge, wisdom, truth and honesty or secrets and lies,

imagination, dreams, germination. Harvest, Goddess energy; The Divine Sophia.

THE  F IRST  IN I T IAT ION

The Moon is all about the sowing and harvesting of seeds; she knows when to plant, weed and harvest

the whole of creation. She also knows how to balance the energy flowing through you and when you

become balanced with-in, and with-out, you can walk the middle path allowing for clearer and faster

manifestations straight through the Middle Pillar. The Moon spends just under 2.5 days in each sign

transiting the zodiacs over 29.5 days. On average, it circles the Earth 13 times a year.

1. Where does the Moon sit in your natal chart? 

What does this mean to you?

KEY SEARCH PHRASE  "natal Moon in the <number> house"

2. What house will the next New Moon be sitting in for you?

What does this mean to you?

KEY SEARCH PHRASE  "New Moon in the <number> house"

P E R SONA L  R E S E AR CH

Take some time to research the meaning of the Moon in your astrology chart

and write out your discoveries in your note book. It is important to create your own

interpretation and understanding. You're welcome to share your

discoveries on the Facebook page.

3. What house will the next Full Moon be sitting in for you?

What does this mean to you?

KEY SEARCH PHRASE  "Full Moon in the <number> house"
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MAGICIANS TOOLS
LAP IS  L INGU IS  -  S I LVER  -  MOON  CYCLES  -  MOON  OIL
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Lapis Linguis is two stones in one, azurite and malachite, working to balance the heart's powers

with the third eye. Azurite is the stone of the heavens! Vibrating a blue indigo-ray (the third eye's

exact frequency) it stimulates the intellect, awakening and developing psychic and intuitive

abilities. It is said, for the inhabitants of Atlantis, Azurite was the most potent psychic stone

shrouded in mystery, and its secrets are known only to the highest priests and priestesses; as such,

it assists in recovering ancient knowledge and works as a visionary tool, and dream activator.

Malachite is a stone of protection and transformation, vibrating a beautiful green ray (the power

of the heart), and works at deep levels as a mirror to the subconscious by reflecting into the

conscious mind what needs clearing. It is a highly protective stone helping one refuse temptation

while opening up a psychic radar to dangers. Together, these stones cleanse the subconscious

from emotionally charged thoughts to reveal the truth behind illusions — thereby restoring

balance and opening the connection to the Divine Feminine's sacred powers.

Silver (Ag) is the highest conductor and reflective metal readily available. In connection with the moon,

her metaphysical properties embody the qualities of a mirror, which can reflect or even deflect energy

(like the Feng-Shui Bagua mirror). It works well for opening doorways (or a gateway) where energy and

information can flow back and forth between the physical and ethereal realms. As the supplement,

Colloidal Silver, which is ionically bioactive (when sufficiently concentrated), kills bacteria on contact

and can be orally ingested. The atomic number for silver is 47 (4+7=11) ; again, we see the number eleven

(the pillars of duality) representing the High Priestess herself. She is the connector between the earth

and moon (or physical and metaphysical), and for centuries, silver has represented her powers!

MOON Cycles: Following and understanding the moon is the first mystery. We must learn her

influence on our animal natures, allowing for our lower-selves to be tamed, to become reborn in her

waters. Start acknowledging a moon calendar in your life to assist you in coming into balance and

harmony with her cycles, and begin to participate or conduct New or Full Moon, Ritual or Ceremony!

The Power of Humming; rearranges molecular structures, increases lymphatic circulation and

melatonin production, releases endorphins, creates new neural pathways in the brain, releases nitric

oxide, which warms up the body, releases stress and increases oxytocin, the love hormone!

GODDESSES PLANTS AN IMALS
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WORKING THE PATH
THE  EVEN ING  CALL
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Anointing: Awareness, wisdom and understanding, higher-self MOON

Clearing: Opening the eyes, hormonal balancing, warming MOON

Banishing: Removing negative energies, emotional balancing WEST

Awakening: Elevates and opens, increases awareness of senses MOON

Communication: Vivid dreams and purification MERCURY

Banishing: Clearing nervousness and grounding the energy JUPITER

Purification: A touch of solar energy to invoke passion SUN

Sandalwood

Clary Sage

Juniper Berry

Wintergreen

Eucalyptus 

Cedarwood

Lemon

Sandalwood - traditionally used in incense during ritual work for enhancing concentration and

meditative states. All Eastern regions use it to dispel fear and ignite inner peace. 

A must have for your own ritual workings!

Face the WEST direction with THE HIGH PRIESTESS card and your

AZURITE/MALACHITE stone before you. Place a drop of MOON OIL in your hands

and smell the scent then recite the opening call;

I call upon the Great Spirit of All. May your grace descend upon 
me and awaken me to the power with-in; to your divine purpose and glory.

May I find knowledge and understanding. In return I reach out into the world
to transform this Earth into your majesty. I now call upon the power of

THE HIGH PRIESTESS and the MOON to initiate me into the path of my
heart, to open up my intuition and inner wisdom. I carry with me the
power of the AZURITE & MALACHITE to facilitate this transmutation.

May my heart be open and true. May the will of your Great Spirit always be,
I commit myself to the great work, so be it (amen)!

Now lay down with the crown of your head facing the west placing your stone

at the base of your throat, then place a drop of moon oil on your chest and third eye.

With the fingers of your right hand massage your third eye and with the fingers of your

left hand massage your heart, while doing this, begin to hum for a minimum

of five of minutes. When you are done recite the affirmation below;

All knowledge and understanding, are with-in my reach when I look and
feel into my heart. I am THE PRIESTESS, unerring in my intuition!

Bow to the power of the WEST honouring the power of the WATER and the 

power of the THE HIGH PRIESTESS  and the MOON. Record any insights,

synchronicities or dreams in your journal or share them on the facebook page.

MOON  OIL
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RITUAL & CEREMONY
PATH  1 3   :  FROM  THE  CROWN  TO  BEAUTY
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Used for initiating and connecting to your divine femininity and the hidden truths of your heart. Used

to open the your intuition and psychic connection. also wonderful when you need to be reborn and

cleansed through the light of the moon, to be reborn! Find the wisdom of your heart!

BEST TIME TO WORK THIS RITUAL

Midnight on Mondays (late Sunday night)

The New or Full moon in Cancer or Taurus

Every New Moon or Full Moon!

Set up your alter light the centre candle and open the four directions.

Take THE HIGH PRIESTESS card and your AZURITE/MALACHITE 

stone and place it on the alter in the WEST.

Now take your MOON OIL and holding it in your hands with respect and intent.

Recite the call below.

Now either dilutes a few drops in a mister bottle with water then spritz the sent around your auric

field and/or smudge a few drops on charcoal using an aura duster. As you release the MOON OIL in to

the air inwardly and outwardly voice what your needs are at this time, why are you doing this?

State the particular situation you need addressed.  

Once you are done give thanks to the power of the WEST, the element

of WATER and the power of the MOON; on the path of THE HIGH PRIESTESS.

Recite the following affirmation;

Close down the four directions and blow out your central candle!

I call upon the Great Spirit of All. May your grace descend upon me and awaken
me to the power with-in; to your divine purpose and glory. May I find knowledge

and understanding. In return I reach out into the world to transform this Earth into
your majesty. I now call upon the power of THE HIGH PRIESTESS and the

MOON to initiate me into the path of my heart, to open up my intuition and inner
wisdom. I carry with me the power of the AZURITE & MALACHITE to facilitate this

transmutation. May my heart be open and true. May the will of your Great Spirit
always be, I commit myself to the great work, so be it (amen)!

All knowledge and understanding, are with-in my reach whenI look and
feel into my heart. I am THE PRIESTESS, unerring in my intuition!

Ritual for activating the power of THE HIGH PRIESTESS and the MOON on PATH XIII
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